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The Book
Summary
Are you ready to enter the dance of becoming fully alive? Have
you ever wondered, if we have the God of heaven and earth living
inside us, why aren’t we experiencing more in life? Why aren’t we seeing more transformation
in ourselves, or in others for that matter? What does it look like to have “be me with Jesus in me”
anyway, as an individual and also as a woman? These are the questions life coach and pastor Terri
Sullivant was asking herself when God answered her in a profound, life-changing way.
The Divine Invitation provides a pathway to maturty for christian women, find what your heart
deeply longs for in every area of life. It’s a metaphor showing the way for every woman to enter
the dance of becoming fully alive. Learning this dance is about developing a relationship with
Jesus, like two people dancing skillfully and gracefully. It’s about becoming so entwined with the
thoughts, words, emotions, and behaviors of Jesus that the two of you are one. You find that this
deep connection transcends all of life, enabling you to live joyfully and freely, come what may.
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The Book
Excerpts
True spirituality is not about religion, it’s about relationship. In the words of pastor/ teacher Bill
Johnson, “Religion is boring and cruel.”2 I couldn’t agree more. The life God intended for us is
about being ‘supernaturally natural,’ centered on a loving relationship with God and with people.
From Page 18
“From glory to glory” is not bounding from mountaintop to mountaintop, ever higher. Rather it
means that we go through multiple death and resurrection experiences in communion with our
Lord Jesus. I wrote this book not as a self- help book, but a Jesus-help-me book. The cross is the
crux of the Better Way. There is no real transformation without the cross.
From Page 32
There is a “dance” with your partner, Jesus, that you are invited to enter into every day of your
life. It is an invitation to step up to being the beauty you were created to be. It is also an invitation
to step out to dance with Him in every area of your life until who He is and who you are so
integrated, so entwined, that you move as one. Step up to Be the Beauty! Step out to Do the Beauty!
From Page 39
“A capable, intelligent and virtuous woman—who is he who can find her? She is far more precious
than jewels and her value is far above rubies or pearls.” Proverbs 31:10 AMP Classic When you
are able, I encourage you to take some time to read the whole passage of Proverbs 31:10-31. This
woman is a wife, mother, homemaker, and businesswoman. Presumably she filled different roles
in different seasons of her life. But what she brought to every role in every season was her virtue.
Now, I want to take a one-by-one look at the virtues being imparted in the dream and the “gift
exchange” represented by each one.
From page 46
As you read this book and identify where you are now and what area the Lord is emphasizing in
your life now, take the first step—enter the dance! Develop your relationship with the Lord to the
place where your thoughts and His are engaged throughout the day. Listen and know His voice.
Let your conversation with Him become a two-way street, not a monologue. Never give up. Just
DANCE!
From Page 144
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Author Interview
Questions & Answers
What was it that inspired you to write this book?

I had a life-changing encounter with God in 1990 that marked me. I knew I would someday write the book
about it but I needed to wait until the truths in it had been worked into my character. It took awhile but I
now have a story for every one of the virtues mentioned in the dream experience.

What did you learn in the process of writing this book?

I gained a greater perspective of my life and distilled more wisdom from writing it.

Who did you have in mind during the creation process?

Women like me who want more in life, relationships and most importantly in their relationship with God.

Who helped you through the process of writing?

I couldn’t have done it without Kary Oberbrunner and his Author Academy Elite program. He was tremendously inspirational and helped me every single step of the way

What do you want readers to know about you as the author?

I am a follower of Jesus and always will be, hoping to help others know Jesus more and help those who don’
t yet know Him come to faith in Him.

Why is your book important?

I think my book is very important as a spiritual formation book - it offers a pathway to maturity that is
unique. It is not focused on performance but about relationship. Good performance is the fruit of a healthy
and intimate relationship but not to be the first focus for maturity.

What makes your book different?

Many books on spiritual formation focus on disciplines, performance and Bible knowledge. All those things
are good unless they become a substitute for actual relationship with God. My book makes the main thing
the main thing.

How are you qualified to write on this subject?

I’ve walked with God for 45 years now - I have lots of experience to draw on and some hard earned wisdom
to share.
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